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CRASH – a clash, an accident, a fall, a collision, a permanent fracture. CRASH is a thrill, an
emotion, fear, pain, death and panic. Having to start over from square one. CRASH is rebirth, hope,
liberation, revolution, desire and the stimulus to continue to grow. CRASH is trauma, depression,
defeat, a black hole, slipping downwards, into the darkness. CRASH is destruction and
construction, stasis and dynamicity, contrast, friction, between past and present, between
concreteness and abstraction, spirit and matter.
CRASH is Arnold Odermatt in his flawless police uniform. CRASH is Boris Mikhailov climbing
over the gates of the great abandoned crematory in Kiev. CRASH is the young utopians of the
ECAL who discover the truth about utopia on Monte Verità. CRASH is all the others, along with
their images, be they still or moving, single or multiple, in black and white or in colour. With their
spot-on projects, their reasoning perhaps still a little confused yet which will soon become clear.
CRASH is a flow of ideas that runs no risk of drying up, one that skids, brakes but then sets off
again even faster than before. It’s a fragile yet flexible construction, within which everyone may
find their own place and their own point of view. CRASH is photographs, films, words, Polaroids
and photographic novels. Time, places, appointments, times and programmes. Two years squeezed
into two months. Most of all, CRASH is people who want to express themselves, communicate,
speak out, shout out and freak out. Because with CRASH anything can happen, although everyone
keeps wondering what kind of world it would be without CRASH.
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Temptation of Death is the latest cycle of works by Boris Mikhailov. It is made up of more than
150 diptychs featuring a combination of images from the past together with new photographs
produced by the Ukrainian artist inside an enormous crematory built in Kiev during the Soviet era.
The abandoned architecture of this place – and the unfettered nature which in such a short time has
taken back over – provide the starting point for the whole project. The diptych structure through
which it is articulated immediately evokes a constant state of uncertainty, ambiguity and change.
As for his subject, Mikhailov bases this new monumental work on the theme of the passage,
investigated in all its countless aspects from just as many different points of view: 1) the passage
between the two photographs of each diptych, which suddenly come into
contact/confrontation/collision here, unleashing unexpected meanings and formal coincidences; 2)
between the old and the new, which blend together and question the very concepts of (narrative)
linearity and evolution; 3) between the celestial heights of the spirit and the mere concreteness of
the flesh, of human waste and foolishness; 4) between the communist past and the capitalist present,
both portrayed as corrupt systems doomed to failure; 5) the passage between life and death.
The Biennial Selection. 32 Photographs for Venice 2001
In 2001, 32 photographs by Arnold Odermatt were displayed at the Venice Biennale. This show
features the same selection of images, providing a fundamental moment of passage both for
acknowledgement of the work of the Swiss photographer on the international stage, and also for the
broadening of the very notion of photography within the art system. Odermatt’s balanced shots
were not in fact originally designed to end up on the walls of a museum, but represent the results of
the documentation undertaken by a bright policeman who, at the end of the 1940s, had the idea of
accompanying his reports on road accidents with visual proof.
The multiple functions of photography overlap and clash with one another, just like the battered
cars before him on the roads. Odermatt discovered the rigorous poetry inherent to this
documentation, and over the course of three decades, put together a unique catalogue of the results

of transformative events as powerful as they may be terrifying: unforeseeable sculptures, imbibed
with energy, come together on the road in a single instant. Harald Szeemann, director of the
Biennale, thus underlines this aspect: “We witness […] the wonderful transformation of a police
officer into a man with an attentive gaze who seizes the opportunity to transform an accident into a
visual feast.”
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